Feedback Across the Country
DAVID
BONDELLIBB@AOL.COM
USA
JUST SURFED IN ,ITS GREAT NEWS TO SEE THAT WE HAVE OUR OWN WEB
SITE.I HAVE A FAMILY HISTORY OF CREOLES ON MY MOTHERS
SIDE,BEGINNING WITH LEBLANC,SORAPURU,DARENSBOURG,AND ROMAIN.I
WILL ONE DAY GET DOWN TO CANE RIVER TO MEET THE CREOLE
FAMILY.KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK SINCERLY YOURS DAVID.
Victoria
lavenderspirit2004@yahoo.com
USA
Hello,
I'd just like to say how much I enjoy this incredible website! I'm learning more
interesting things about the Mulatto and Creole people! I especially love the book
list and famous Creoles section. It was actually through this great site, that I
started to learn more about the famous Creoles/Mulattoes that have achieved so
much in this country and the rich history of the Louisiana region. This topic of
Louisiana history and the history of its Mixedblood inhabitants is really interesting
to me. This is wonderful for me to see, because I'm also of Mixed heritage.
Stefanie Braggs
stefaniebragg@email.com
USA
What's up my Kreyol peeps???? I am youngster of about 24 in this arena. I Came
through from Tex. and am Just stopping by to say hello and to check on that
Creole side of the family. My Creole blood line is from New Orleans and or Baton
Rouge. I still love Zydeco music though and prefer it over Brass Band (I like both
just like Zydeco more) My bloodline is very old. It is three generations before
me. But I still feel a connection to the people and the culture. I hate when
"outsiders" are so ignorant towards our culture and heritage, but I don't let
anyone make me ashamed of my Creole heritage, because it is apart of the
blood that flows in my veins. I love you all!!! Creole is beautiful!!!

Lillian Gallagher
lgallagher@cambridgepolice.org
Cambridge. USA
While researching my French ancestry on my father's side ROCHON, I discovered
that it is connected with the French Creole history in Louisana. It appears that
most French Creole's that are descended from the Rochon family do not know
much about the Rochon history. I know much and am happy to share it with
anyone who is interested.
Juliette
ask1908@hotmail.com
USA
I am of Creole descent and it is has been hard for me to just fit in with whites or
blacks because in my heart I know that I am unique. I felt so proud when
viewing this website and reading the articles about our people, and the poem
that expressed true Creole pride. I learned so much that I didn't know and I truly
feel at peace. Thank you ,thank you, thank you.

